Art Activity: Tissue Paper Hats

In the story, Grandma Tillie wears several large and colorful hats. Of course we had to make our own. While searching for a poem to go with the handprints, I also found this great idea for hats at Kindergarten Rocks! What a fun site! Please go there for a complete tutorial.

Supplies needed:

several sheets of colorful tissue paper
heavy brown package paper
tape
ribbons
 glue
materials to decorate the hats

This was such a perfect activity for our group! They love squeezing glue. They got to glue layer upon layer of large sheets of paper together! How fun! We used brown packaging paper instead of newspaper print.
More Gluing!  
Creating a customized fit!  
You DEFINITELY need two sets of hands for the taping.

After finding the perfect fit, the children decorated with stickers, markers, and tissue paper. We trimmed the edges of our boy hats to make them look more like Grandpa Fishing Hats. They turned out so cute!

From the Mommy and Me Bookclub blog: http://preschoolbookclub.blogspot.co.il/